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WATER AS A STEWARDSHIP CONCERN:

PHYSICAL ISSUES AND MORAL ENGAGEMENT:

Additional Notes for Slides

Tal Day

St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Alexandria, Virginia

These notes provide some general background on the origins of the Diocesan Stewardship of

Creation Committee (“SoCC” or the “Committee”) and its overall mission and furnish additional

documentation and support for the Committee’s conclusion that challenges to a sustainable safe

water supply should be a concern within the Commonwealth – and not only in the areas served by

Church missions, like the Southern Sudan, where water scarcity is much better publicized. The

notes also offer some reflections on the extent to which there is a distinctive role for the Church,

and other people of faith as well, in addressing the challenges of sustainable water supply and

other concerns for sound environmental stewardship.

[Slide: Main SOC Web Page Screen Shot]

The Diocesan Committee on Stewardship of Creation was formed by Bishop Lee in 1992 to

implement a 1991 resolution of the General Convention which called for Episcopalians “to view

environmental stewardship as a matter of highest urgency.”1 The Committee’s role has been to

help people in the parishes and missions of the Diocese to understand environmental issues as

religious concerns.

Bishop Johnston’s reorganization of the committee structure in the Diocese has given increased

prominence to the Committee as a component of the Church’s justice mission.2 In addition, the

annual meeting of the Diocesan Council in January 2011 adopted a resolution calling for each of

the 183 parishes in the Diocese to designate an individual to serve as the church’s Stewardship

Partner, and in that role, to consult with the Stewardship of Creation Committee on environmental

issues including energy and water conservation, and to guide their parishes in work with other

 St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Alexandria, Virginia,was on May 22, 2011, the venue for a pilot effort to
condense the substance of proceedings during the 2010 Stewardship of Creation Diocesan Conference,
Our Threatened Water Supply, into a 35-minute slide presentation suitable for use in church adult
education programs. I appreciate the support that The Rev. Ross Kane and The Rev. Oran Warder of
St. Paul’s have lent to this effort. As for the slides and these additional notes, while I particularly wish to
thank Frank Fletcher, Scott Kudlas and The Rev. Gayl Fowler for their support and assistance, I rather than
they must take responsibility for what has been produced.

1 http://caringforgodscreation.net/History/

2 Virginia Episcopalian at 6-7 (Jan. 11), on the Web at
http://www.thediocese.net/News_Events_Publications/Virginia_Episcopalian/
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denominations, churches and faith traditions in their communities in jointly caring for God's

creation.3

In the years before 2010, under the direction of its recent chairman, Rocco Tricarico, the major

emphasis of the Committee was directed toward the Committee’s mandated concern with energy.

The Committee administers the Lee-Atkinson Energy Conservation Award, given to the church in

the Diocese that has made most progress in achieving reduction in energy use in the preceding

year.4 Rocco revitalized the energy program by, among other things, furnishing technical

assistance to smaller churches in the Diocese and elsewhere to help them become better stewards

of energy resources. The energy costs saved in church operations save money otherwise not

available for ministry and mission.

In early 2010, water was recommended by Dudley Rochester, a retired University of Virginia

Professor of Medicine, the most recent Chair of the Committee, as an area that should be given

priority and special focus in the Committee’s programming. The Committee quickly agreed.

Since then, the Committee has been informing itself regarding the issues of water sustainability.

Its initial focus, culminating in presentations at the SoCC Diocesan Conference in September

2010 was on the threats to a sustainable water supply in Virginia’s coastal plain.5 The Committee

drew on the expertise of hydrogeologists and others concerning the technical and environmental

challenges to achieving a sustainable water supply. The Committee is continuing to explore how

the Church may effectively help to sustainability of the water supply as a stewardship concern.

A second conference considering additional aspects of the challenges for maintaining a

sustainable water supply in Virginia will convene in September 2011. This second conference

will, among other things, devote additional attention to challenges to water sustainability in

geologic provinces with features in the Diocese and outside the Coastal Plain that are also

experiencing rapid population growth, Charlottesville in the Piedmont, Winchester in the lower

Shenandoah Valley, and Northern Virginia.

[Slide: Energy: Power from Multiple Sources]

While it might seem obvious, the fact that there are significant differences between energy and

water as stewardship concerns is too often a disturbingly absent consideration in public policy

making. In the case of energy sources, the product is fungible and transformable into either

electrical or mechanical energy. From whatever source, the initial output is either electrical or

mechanical energy, and the outputs can be respectively transformed into one another.

3 http://www.thediocese.net/Governance/Annual_Council/216th_Annual_Council/Resolutions_1/
Resolutions_Results/#R1a

4 http://www.thediocese.net/Governance/Annual_Council/216th_Annual_Council/Reports/ (concerning
the Lee-Atkinson Energy Conservation Award).

5 http://caringforgodscreation.net/Water_Ministry/ (conference summary and links to presentation
materials); Virginia Episcopalian at 22 (Jan. 2011), on the Web at http://www.thediocese.net/
News_Events_Publications/Virginia_Episcopalian/.
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In evaluating alternative sources of energy, the issues may be framed as matters of efficiency,

scalability, reliability, and maintainability and cost - including externalities, sunk costs, and the

costs of infrastructure transformation entailed by some alternatives. An implication of greater

reliance on alternative energy sources is that energy production will become less centralized and

the feasibility and costs of transferring energy through a necessarily smarter grid become matters

of greater concern.

Achieving a sustainable supply of fresh water is also an acknowledged concern. But the

surprisingly small percentage of the planet’s water that is fresh is something that may not be fully

appreciated.

[Slide: Physical Geography of Water Cycles: Drawing]

We have some general familiarity with the hydrologic cycle from walks along the Potomac, from

opening our umbrellas, or from purchasing bottled spring water; 6 but we may not fully appreciate

how little of the water on the planet is available as fresh water in any form.

[Slide: Water at the Earth’s Surface]

Only 2.75 percent of the planet’s inventory of water at the Earth’s surface is fresh water. Of that

inventory, 2.05 percent is bound in ice caps and glaciers, groundwater accounts for 0.68 percent,

and lakes account for 0.01 percent of the inventory, and streams and rivers account for one

hundred times less, only 0.0001 percent of the total.7

Ten times as much water is stored in the atmosphere as in streams and rivers. Without effective

means of water storage, any exceptional discharges from the atmosphere result in floods.

Similarly, if land-based glaciers were to melt to any degree, the results would be rises in sea level

and diminished flows in the rivers fed by glacial melt.

The ramifications and challenges to achieving a sustainable water supply are also broader in other

respects.

[USGS: Surface Water Flows and Status]

The fact that a Virginia stream or river is flowing or not is insufficient to signify that all is well.

The USGS monitors surface water flows. On its daily monitor, each tan dot signifies a daily

measurement below normal flow; each red dot signifies that the current flow at that gage is lower

than 90 percent of the flows in the historic record for that gage for that day of the year.8 The

6 http://www.physicalgeography.net/fundamentals/8b.html (chart and table)

7 http://www.physicalgeography.net/fundamentals/8b.html (chart and table)

8 http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/new/?m=pa01d&r=va (daily monitor)
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water flowing in these streams supports wildlife, helps purify wastewater discharges and runoff,

and has other values for human quality of life.9

[Slide: Water: Fresh Water from Multiple Sources: Molecular Invariant]

At the most basic level, achieving a sustainable water supply is a fundamentally different

concern. From whatever source, the ultimate product is a molecular invariant, safe, fresh water.

There is no molecular substitute. Water is required by all forms of life, including archaea.10

[Slide: Borehole Well in Southern Sudan]

St. Paul's ministry to the Sudanese has given the water crisis in southern Sudan, as well as in

other parts of Sudan particular visibility. In Sudan, as in many of the other areas of water scarcity,

the burden of obtaining water for human consumption falls on women, many of whom must walk

miles a day to water from a source safe for drinking.11 The all too common alternative is reliance

on water from unsafe sources, and lives wrecked over lifetimes by disease.

The resulting burden that falls on women imposes broader economic costs on the peoples of the

dry lands. Where obtaining safe water is such an endeavor in itself, women cannot otherwise

engage in economically productive work either in their homes or in agriculture that could

stimulate economic growth. The Drylands of the Earth are, accordingly, one of the Earth’s very

poorest regions.12

[Slide: Map of Sahel with Current Conflicts]

Water has been at the center of many of conflicts between tribes, peoples, and individuals,

currently, historically, and in biblical time.13 Genesis 26:14-33 describes a conflict over wells

between Isaac and the Philistines who were filling the wells dug by Abraham as they were redug

by Isaac and another conflict with the shepherds of Gerar. Isaac finally was able to dig a well that

he called Rehoboth because they did not quarrel over it.14

9 Scott Kudlas, Virginia’s Water Quality Management, Virginia Department of Environmental Quality,
prepared for the “Our Threatened Water Supply” Conference, September 18, 2010, on the Web at
http://caringforgodscreation.net/Water_Ministry/Speaker_Presentations/ (slide 2).

10 Tim Friend, The Third Domain (2007).

11 http://www.guardian.co.uk/global-development/gallery/2010/dec/08/south-sudan-independence-
referendum#/?picture=369471111&index=3 (annotation for photo of “safe” well in Southern Sudan).

12 Jeffrey D. Sachs, Commonwealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet at 120-21 (2008).

13 Id. Fig. 5.1: Drylands and Conflict (map showing persistent conflicts in Drylands, Drylands as
percentage of global terrestrial area, and percent of global population in Drylands).

14 As a result of climate change and desertification of traditional pasturelands for nomads’ livestock

herds, more than 700,000 people, 25 percent of the population of Mongolia is now residing in tents in a

makeshift settlement on the fringe of Mongolia’s capital city. See Vast Mongolian shantytown now home

to quarter of country’s population, The Guardian (May 15, 2011), on the Web at
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The collapse of the 4,500 year-old Harappa Civilization in the Indus River Valley around 1900

B.C.E. is believed to have resulted from its deforestation of the surrounding land. The area is now

a desert.15 Conflict over water in the Indus River Valley continues today, between India and

Pakistan over the effects of a dam constructed upriver by India.

Scarcity of water plays out in conflicts between individuals as well. Asia Bibi, the illiterate

Pakistani Christian now condemned to death for blasphemy (a capital crime in Pakistan) was

accused during the course of a conflict with her neighbors over drinking water.16

In drylands and areas of drought, a scarcity of water does not mean that rain does not fall. As

significant as reduced rainfall is the change in patterns of water availability.17 It means that when

there is rainfall, flooding is more likely, whether in Queensland, the Southeastern United States,

California, or Virginia. Drylands often get rain, but without means to control or store the rain that

falls, the rainfall confers no benefit.

To summarize, the drylands of the Earth are home to more than 1.1 billion people, are among the

poorest parts of the world, and are as well the sites of many of the Earth’s most persistent

conflicts.

[Slide: Shallow Well in Northern Neck]

In Virginia, for better or worse, unsafe water tends to be closer at hand. St. Stephen's, Heathsville,

which Barbara and I attend on those weekends when we are not at St. Paul's, is involved in

S.A.I.F.,18 an interfaith ministry to provide safe water to households in the Northern Neck where

shallow borehole wells are unsafe, when they have not run dry.

Research by S.A.I.F. showed that as of the late 1980s, in the two counties of the Northern Neck

closest to the Chesapeake Bay, 3,486 of the borehole wells identified were inadequately

constructed. As best S.A.I.F. has been able to determine, the only borehole well in the Northern

Neck that has been constructed to standards that keep water sanitary is an experimental well that

S.A.I.F. bored as a demonstration project. In the years since, with the development by the

Virginia Health Department of upgraded construction standards, an unknown number of these

well have been replaced by artesian wells.19

http://m.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/15/shantytown-home-quarter-of-mongolians

?cat=world&type=article.

15 Jared Diamond, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed at 11-15. (2004)

16 Economist at 12 (Jan. 8, 2011).
17 Jeffrey D. Sachs, Commonwealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet at (2008).

18 http://www.saifwater.org/

19 Personal communication, The Rev. Gayl Fowler, President of Board, SAIF Water Wells, Inc. (Dec. 9,
2010).
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[Slide: USGS Schematic]

This transition to artesian wells from wells bored into aquifers that rapidly recharge brings into

relief the conflict between assuring Virginia’s coastal population with safe water near-term and

the long-term sustainability of water supplies for Virginia’s growing population in the Coastal

Plain. Artesian aquifers are recharged only over geologic time – the water we draw from our well

in the Northern Neck reached our well 10,000 – 15,000 years ago. As a result, artesian water is a

non-renewable resource for all practical purposes, and is entirely non-renewable if the water level

in an aquifer experiences a decline that results in land subsidence along the Fall Line in the

narrow areas from which these artesian aquifers are recharged.

Land subsidence on the scale of Mexico City has not happened in Virginia, but it has occurred in

some cells along the Fall Line. In some areas of Virginia, the Department of Environmental

Quality has been prepared to recommend denials of permits because of water constraints.20 There

are, however, some areas along the Fall Line where the water levels at the sources for recharge of

aquifers are below the top of the aquifer which leads to compression foreclosing all future

recharge from that cell.21

[Slide: Overlay of Diocese Boundaries on Geologic Regions in Virginia]

Water scarcity in Virginia, the Committee came to realize, is closer to crisis than the landscape

would suggest on its face. The emerging crisis in Virginia’s Coastal Plain derives not from

problems with shallow wells (which are serious but solvable, through better construction), but

20 To date, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality has given applicants advance notice of
the contemplated recommendation, and applicants have either withdrawn their applications or made
modifications to obtain a permit. Personal Communication, Scott Kudlas, Director, Office of Surface and
Groundwater Supply Planning, Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (May 20, 2011).

21 Scott Kudlas, Virginia’s Water Quality Management, Virginia Department of Environmental Quality,
prepared for the “Our Threatened Water Supply” Conference, September 18, 2010, on the Web at
http://caringforgodscreation.net/Water_Ministry/Speaker_Presentations/ (slides 10 -12). See also, DePaul,
V.T., Rice, D.E., Zapecza, O.S., Water-level changes in the aquifers of the Atlantic Coastal Plain,
predevelopment to 2000, U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2007-5247 at 35-55
(determining, among other things, (i) a decline in water level in the Upper Potomac aquifer of 185 feet
through 1980 in a steep cone of depression near Franklin, Virginia and a decline of nearly 130 feet in the
Upper Potomac aquifer through 1980 in a cone of depression near West Point; (ii) continuing declines in
the Upper Potomac aquifer in those areas averaging 25 feet through 2000; and (iii) declines as of 1980 in
the Middle Potomac aquifer near West Point, Virginia, with a zone of continuous decline of more than 100
feet from pre-pumping levels in the aquifer extending from West Point, Virginia, to Franklin, Virginia, with
largest decline, 210 feet, observed in Isle of Wight County; because of no monitor wells had been
established in the Northern Neck as of 1980, the analysis could not estimate declines in aquifer water levels
north of West Point, Virginia, and south of the Maryland border) (2008), on the Web at
http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2007/5247/pdf/sir2007-5247.pdf.

At current rates of drawdown, based on current monitoring (without any new users), water levels along a
large portion of the Fall Line could decline below the tops of aquifers that are within the scope of local
comprehensive plans. To avoid the harm that would cause, localities should plan regionally to avoid the
overestimates of available groundwater supply reflected in localities’ current comprehensive plans and
should plan for alternative sources of supply within the next 10 years. Personal Communication, Scott
Kudlas (May 20, 2011).
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from the rate of depletion of groundwater aquifers and the constraints on further draws from river

flows if other stream and river benefits are to be preserved.

The exact dimensions of the threat to Virginia’s non-renewable groundwater supply cannot be

determined with precision because the resources for monitoring have not been updated since the

late 1980s and did not, even then, furnish even coverage of the entire region.22

[Slide: Middle Potomac Aquifer Drawdowns Predevelopment - 1980]

But the observations that can be made are disturbing:

 The water drawn from artesian aquifers in the Coastal Plain is becoming increasingly

saline as aquifer pressure diminishes: this is a problem aggravated by household reverse

osmosis systems deployed as local solutions, which waste roughly 50 percent of the water

purified by osmosis.

 Drawdowns from artesian aquifers in areas around Hampton Roads exceed 80 percent of

the estimated predevelopment water levels.

 In general, the rates of artesian aquifer depletion exceed those projected by the available

models, and data resources for modeling have not been updated since the early 1990s.

[Slide: Middle Potomac Aquifer Drawdowns 1980 - 2000]

The confined groundwater aquifers that are a significant source of water for Virginia’s Coastal

Plain, the geologic province where the state is experiencing most rapid population growth, are not

subject to monitoring under any federal mandates. 23

 Budgeting for monitoring of groundwater is, therefore, almost entirely dependent on state

financing.

 It is unknown, for example, how many residences in the coastal region have replaced

water table wells with artesian wells.

 With growing demand and increased population, all further drawdowns from surface

water sources exacerbate the inherent conflict between the goals of (i) surface water

quality – for wildlife habitat, natural assimilation and purification of wastes, navigation,

recreation, Bay health, etc., and (ii) quantity of supply – for drinking water, other

residential uses, commercial landscaping (golf courses, etc.), agriculture, industry,

mining, power production, e.g., North Anna nuclear plant,

22 Id. (Slides 18 -29).

23 Id.
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[Slide: “Our Threatened Water Supply”]

The 2010 Conference, titled “Our Threatened Water Supply”, was a first step by the Diocese to

bring these challenges to wider attention in the Church. Some of the materials from the

Conference are on the SoCC Website. Although the site contains an inventory of water-saving

tips,24 a main theme of the Conference was that the water challenge in Virginia will not be

resolved by those means alone. Instead, institutional change and new infrastructure are needed to,

among other things, process wastewater for reuse.

These considerations from the Conference have been distilled into a set of principles of water

supply sustainability that were adopted by the SoCC at its Conference follow-on meeting on

May 14, 2011. The principles do not imply any particular means by which the goals are to be

achieved, but operate rather as a framework for evaluating proposed means for addressing

problems of water supply and other initiatives that may affect the quality and sustainability of the

water supply, e.g., mining of natural gas from shale formations.25

[Slide: Table Comparison of Global and Virginia Scarcity Issues]

With the possible exception of drought, the one clear theme in the threats to global and Virginia

water supplies is a growing and ever more invasive human population. For this reason alone, the

threats to water sustainability raise moral well as physical issues.

Because of the scale of the planetary modifications effected by human interventions, the Dutch

atmospheric chemist, Paul Crutzen, has proposed that the planet is entering a new geologic epoch.

[Slide: Crutzen]

Crutzen contends that the Holocene Epoch has ended and that the planet is now in a new era, the

Anthropocene Epoch: so named because of the dominant role that mankind has assumed since the

18th Century Industrial Revolution in the evolution and future of planetary systems of all kinds.26

24 Water Saving Tips, on the Web at http://caringforgodscreation.net/Water_Ministry/

25 Principles, on the Web at http://caringforgodscreation.net/Water_Ministry/. A good current summary
of the problems associated with hydraulic fracturing as a technique for mining natural gas that have arisen
in different areas of the United State is furnished by a recent report in the Telegraph, Frack and ruin: the
rise of hydraulic fracturing, Telegraph, on the Web at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/
personalfinance/offshorefinance/8488166/Frack-and-ruin-the-rise-of-hydraulic-fracturing.html (last visited
May 7, 2011).

26 Jeffrey D. Sachs, Commonwealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet at nn (2008). A recent
conference of the British Geological Society concluded that 10,000,000 years from now the effects of
human influence on the global environment will be apparent as a distinct stratigraphic layer because the
effects of human intervention since the Industrial Revolution have pushed the Earth system well beyond the
Holocene envelope of variability. Crutzen was a participant in the conference. See Nicola Jones, Human
Influence Comes of Age: Geologists debate epoch to mark effects of Homo Sapiens,
http://www.nature.com/news/2011/110511/full/473133a.html; Marlowe Hood, Extreme makeover: are
humans reshaping Earth?, http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5ixb
O3biFX7orXXekUrqzIe95-KsQ?docId=CNG.d6b33dbd6cbec1036d87f814a9179ab7.3b1.
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Human recorded history affords no precedents for contemplating human impacts on a global

scale. Historic collapses have been localized, e.g., the rapid decline of the Indus River

Civilization as a result of deforestation and desertification around 1900 B.C.E.

Further, no ancient or modern societies that we know of have an unblemished record of

stewardship:

 In Hawaii, which celebrates stewardship in its State motto, the ancient Hawaiians wiped

out the giant bird life that had thrived before their arrival from overseas. In the two

centuries preceding the arrival of Captain Cook in 1778, religious practices involving

human sacrifice had taken hold as population pressures on the land had grown more

intense.

 The Japanese immigrants to Hawaii, whose own land had avoided and reversed an

imminent eco-catastrophe under the Tokugawa Shogunate, fished out many species of

native fish in Hawaii that had previously been protected effectively by the Kapu (taboo)

system.

 Research on pre-Columbian American societies has reached the same general

conclusion.27

In the Anthropocene Epoch, it may be the two great traditions in gardening that perhaps afford

the best framework for contemplating stewardship in this epoch:

In the western tradition originating in Egypt and Persia, construction of gardens involved

claiming arid and semi-arid land for cultivation by extending human reach in river valleys and by

protecting cultivated land from a hostile, arid environment. Gardening in this tradition reflected a

determination to make nature more livable than nature as experienced unbound.

The requirements for irrigation of the original gardens in this tradition are regarded as the original

sources of the inspiration toward formal design in gardens of this tradition. The wall as a central

garden element and geometric subdivisions are reflected in Persian rug designs. In ancient Persia,

such walled gardens were “paradises.”28

[Slide: Persian Carpet with clearly discernable Garden/”Paradise” Design]

By contract, in Ancient China, agriculture evolved in societies situated along rivers surrounded

by forests or flowing grasslands or prairie. The vegetation in these ancient river systems

represented in their time the greatest biological diversity in the temperate world. As lands were

cleared for planting and slopes were deforested and terraced, this natural diversity was

27 David L. Lentz, ed., Imperfect Balance: Landscape Transformations in the Pre-Columbian Americas.
(2000).

28 Lorraine Kuck, The World of the Japanese Garden: From Chinese Origins to Modern Landscape Art
at 24-25 (1968). Cf, Ellen Davis, Scripture, Culture, and Agriculture at 173 (2009) (quoting Song of
Solomon 4:13 as illustrative of the tended Levantine landscape).
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significantly reduced through loss of species. Vegetation that once grew wild, e.g., the Gingko

Tree, now survives only as cultivated.

The inspiration for gardens in this tradition has been to create an impression of the nature that

was being lost through the expansion of lands in cultivation, ultimately through manipulations of

scale, borrowed landscape, etc., techniques for creating a sense of wilderness and dramatic

landscape, mountains, waterfalls, oceans, etc.29

[Slide: Saiho-ji Woodland Image]

[Slide: Ethical/Moral Implications of Anthropocene Era: Tipping Points, Methodological

Decisions, Sin in its Epistemological Aspect]

The scale of the human impacts experienced and foreseeable in the Anthropocene Epoch

implicates ethical and moral issues going to the heart of efforts to understand and assess these

impacts:

 The natural phenomena studied have “tipping points”, points at which systems will

change state catastrophically: species die-offs, coastal inundations, and other catastrophic

environmental change.

 The methodologies deployed to study the phenomena of concern implicate value choices

at fundamental levels of inquiry: problems of missing data, confidence intervals,

significance levels, acceptable uses of proxies, data smoothing, etc.

 Other value choices are implicated in determining how decision making models are to be

deployed, e.g., in selecting the discount rate to be used in a cost-benefit analysis.

 Sin in its epistemological aspect is implicated as well: We do see “through a glass

darkly.”

As we look and consider the costs of what we see, our vision may be clouded as well by

what we wish to see and not to see: by dread of costs we wish to avoid, by dangers we

have a stake in denying, by duties we would rather shirk. The sins of vanity, greed, and

sloth are particularly mortal risks in the Anthropocene Epoch. We need only consider the

number of nuclear reactors constructed on earthquake faults to be freshly mindful of the

serious factors we have failed to consider adequately in our risk analyses.

29 Id. at 33-37; see also Clifton Olds, The Japanese Garden, on the Web at
http://learn.bowdoin.edu/japanesegardens/index.html
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[Slide: Four Levels of Moral Engagement]

In thinking about morality in the Anthropocene Epoch, I perceive at least four levels of moral
engagement as particularly relevant:

 Mindfulness (A feature of spiritual discipline in many faith traditions): attention to steps

that can be taken on a small scale that have some small consequence, e.g., eschewing

bottled water, recycling, and that are also means for reflecting on broader concerns, as

vehicles for directing attention with both spiritual and stewardship implications.

 Statistical Morality: The aggregate consequences of the small conservation and

stewardship steps of many30

 Social Justice (Amos): Differential deprivation and impacts as issues of social justice.31

The adverse effects of climate change stand to cause most suffering among the Earth’s

poorest people, the bottom billions.

 Stewardship of Creation (Genesis: “Adam”/“soil” pun;32 Leviticus; the Tenth

Commandment – “just enough”; Job): The earth itself and the planet’s “best life.”

Our planet, like ourselves and all other life forms on this planet, will in time be

swallowed up while life in the universe as a whole will likely continue in ways beyond

our ken.33 Are humans exempt as we express concern about the aggressive growth of

invasive species? What responsibilities (and ethical views of human life) are implied?

In sum, the goals for stewardship and the benefits to be sought through sound stewardship must

reflect the complexity of our societies, the great power of our technologies, and the cultural and

economic dynamics of their functioning. With very few (and ecologically insufficient and non-

exemplary) exceptions, modern societies are not command economies: markets and ethics must

work in conjunction with regulation.

[Slide: Moral Engagement in a Market Driven World]

While there is one good historical example of an averted ecological collapse, Tokugawa Japan,

Japan in the Tokugawa Era was a command society.34 It avoided ecological collapse, through

30 During a recent conference on The Future of Food, Gary Hirshberg, President of Stonyfield Farm,
observed that “we vote multiple times a day” in the purchases that we make and in how we exercise our
discretion. See http://washingtonpostlive.com (Hirschberg) (visited May 4, 2011).

31 See, also, U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights Art. 25 (“health and well-being”), on the Web
at http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/index.shml.

32 Robert Alter, The Five Books of Moses: A Translation with Commentary n.7 at 21 (2004); Ellen
Davis, Scripture, Culture, and Agriculture at 28-31 (2009)

33 Tim Friend, The Third Domain at 200-225.

34 Azby Brown, Just Enough: Lessons in Living Green from Traditional Japan (2009); Jared Diamond,
Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed at 294-306. (2004)
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reforestation, and other measures that restricted consumption. The modern history of command

economies has been more dire: pollution in Communist Countries as of the collapse of the Soviet

Empire was worse than in market societies. Further, neither market nor command economies

have been free from corruption.

[Slide: Moral Engagement as a Complement to Market Mechanisms]

If there is one lesson to be drawn from this history, moral engagement is a complement to market
mechanisms, not a substitute:

 Through mindful early adoptions of promising technologies, moral engagement can help

push alternatives over market thresholds, e.g., Merrill Center of CBF: it demonstrates

sustainability, but could not be justified as economically feasible when built, or perhaps

even today.

 Principled purchasing decisions, e.g., through consideration of “Trustmarks”, are means

for moral engagement of families and individuals in their purchasing and consumptions

decisions.

 Re-envisioning Mental Maps: A means for transcending political boundaries that

inappropriately bound self-interests.35

 Reconciliation of human rights and economic priorities, e.g., guaranteeing safe drinking

water. 36

More generally, mindful stewardship provides an ethical foundation for judging the validity of the

laws and regulations established to guide and regulate markets and the moral reasoning that

supports their enforceability.

One fundamental concern is the adequacy of present water law to protect sustainability:

Unlimited withdrawals by those “first in time” are not sustainable. As one example, in such a

scheme there is a conflict between efforts to provide for water storage with those lower in the

drainage system with “first in time, first in right” water users’ rights to the runoff. 37

Another consideration regarding the adequacy of water law is that landowners’ “Riparian rights”

have been restricted by permitting schemes, i.e., by regulations, that displace rules in tort law that

would otherwise be invoked against polluters under common law. A positive aspect of this

35 Tapping Spirituality to Help Resolve Global Water Conflicts, Knowledge@Wharton.
http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article.cfm?articleid=2658

36 Virginia Code provisions provide a legal framework for balancing of these competing interests in
groundwater withdrawals on a case by case basis. See Ground Water Management Act of 1992, Va. Code
§§ 62.1-263 (“human consumption” given priority when proposed uses in conflict) & 62.1-264
(groundwater withdrawals by public water supply can be limited by State Water Control Board “to protect
… the environment”).

37 National Geographic at 30 (April 2010) (Colorado).
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change is that the regulations can be strengthened; a negative is that existing permitting may be

grandfathered.

The impacts of cross-border withdrawals are challenges for inter-state and international law. The

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (1992) has not been effective to date.

Currently, the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is suing to enjoin enforcement of the plan for

remediation of the Chesapeake Bay.38 As for groundwater, no law regulating groundwater has

been enacted at the Federal level.

Another concern is how to price water effectively to regulate consumption. The water delivery

systems in place neither transmit price signals nor furnish any lifeline for the poorest of the

poor.39 Large corporations that depend on water supplies to produce their product do plan with

sustainability in mind, both by assuring access to water supplies and by conserving water in their

production processes.40 That is less true in agriculture, where inefficient uses of water are

common, and irrigation systems in place waste considerable water.

[Slide: Energy Production and Water Supply Interactions]

The increased priority for extracting natural gas from shale formations has given fresh visibility

to how water is used in energy production. As one considers the interactions of water and energy

production, what is most apparent is that the energy sources most difficult to scale to meet

growing energy demands are the sources having least impact on sources of fresh water.

Conversely, the sources that have demonstrated scalability have the most impact – impacts that

will increase as technologies for extraction and deployment of resources demand greater resource

commitments and more environmentally invasive methods.

38 D. Fears, Farm Bureau takes aim at EPA limits on pollutant runoff into Chesapeake Bay, The
Washington Post (Feb. 27, 2011), on the Web at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2011/02/27/AR2011022703027.html.

39 Jeffrey D. Sachs, Commonwealth: Economics for a Crowded Planet at 131-34 (2008). In 2010, the
United Nations General Assembly resolved that access to clean water and sanitation is a human right.
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=35456&Cr=sanitation&Cr1. How this basic human right
is to be reconciled with the need for effective pricing of water is a concern that some churches have
recognized. See, e.g., Turning to life: Sustainable Development in the Context of Climate Change. A
Memorandum of the Council of the Evangelical Church in Germany at 62 (2009) (a particularly
comprehensive discussion of environmental issues contending, among other things, that while fees for
water use should not be precluded, “such fees should only be introduced to make use more efficient and for
maintenance purposes, and not to reap profits for companies or ‘rents’ for the bureaucracies in charge.”), on
the Web at http://www.ekd.de/english/texts.html.

40 Companies have a stake not only in assuring supplies of resources, including water, but also in
reducing reliance on resources that are becoming more scarce. See, e.g., Veolia Water North America,
White Paper: Finding the Blue Path for A Sustainable Economy (n.d. 2011) (using a linked global water
and food model developed by the International Food Policy Research Institute to model a “Blue Path” to
global economic development that projects a majority of water productivity potential being achieved by
industry and with biomass energy produced only from only waste, i.e., not through diversions of fertilized
crops from the food chain), on the Web at http://www.veoliawaterna.com/north-america-
water/ressources/documents/1/19979,IFPRI-White-Paper.pdf.
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Each of the subjects and issues that I have touched on has had the benefit of intensive scientific

and engineering attention. As break-out groups during the September 2010 Conference

considered the threats to water sustainability in the Commonwealth, it emerged clearly that the

role of the Church would not be to directly sponsor or create new methods for tertiary water

treatment, new desalination technologies, more drought-tolerant crops, or any of the other

technical innovations and civil engineering projects that will be important for assuring

sustainability of Virginia’s water supply.

[Slide: SOC Action Framework for Water & Related Concerns]

The Conference instead identified roles and means for the Church to become effectively engaged

in ways that can bring issues of water sustainability into greater visibility within the Church itself

and in society generally. These were condensed in the final Conference report into an Action

Framework for the Diocese and its components:41

Diocese: Enhance Shrinemont resources for stewardship inspiration and education;

publish articles regularly on moral dimensions of environmental stewardship in The

Virginia Episcopalian; make environmental stewardship a regular program component in

annual Councils.

Parishes: Model mindful water use through technology retrofits and good stewardship

practices; include an environmental stewardship component in parish retreat programs;

make publicity for stewardship initiatives a regular feature in parish newsletters; promote

mindful stewardship through youth and other programs.

Households and citizens: Follow the regulatory agendas of water resource agencies;

discuss stewardship issues with family and with friends; express views as citizens;

support sympathetic advocacy groups; and take steps within homes to support mindful

stewardship.

Committee: Committee members should engage in outreach to parishes as speakers and

information and networking resources; the Committee website should continue to

develop as a Diocesan portal for information material to stewardship of creation by

publicizing relevant church resources: age-appropriate Sunday school curricula, videos,

book lists, blogs, etc.

[Slide: Website URL and personal contact information]

A sustainable water supply in Virginia will not be achieved without institutional investments in

research and new infrastructure: shorter showers, water-saving plumbing, less grass, and more

native trees and shrubs will not be enough.

41 Virginia Episcopalian at 22 (Jan. 2011).
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Finally, while the Action Framework emerging from the September 2010 Conference identified a

number of ways that the Church could become more effectively engaged, it has prompted the

Committee to consider as well a number of further questions, among them:

Are there means to leverage Church-level initiatives in the Diocese and beyond? This is currently

being explored through a Committee interfaith initiative.

What are the most effective means to encourage and support youth engagement in issues and

activities to support sustainability of water supplies? If the threats to sustainability of our water

supply are not effectively addressed, children now in their teens and early 20s will deal with the

consequences of failure over much of their lifespan.

What are the resources that the SoCC should assemble to support the stewardship mission of

churches and their congregations? In this area, the Committee is exploring enhancements to its

Website and, also, potential benefits from other Internet media.

Finally, while the Committee has come to appreciate that institutional, spiritual and aesthetic
transformations will be needed to meet the challenges to a sustainable water supply, our efforts to
inform ourselves have made us even more mindful of our limitations and of the difficulties posed
by the challenges. Addressing these challenges require attention and engagement at every level in
the Church and in society as a whole.
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